BRACES CARE KIT

to CLEAN and PROTECT YOUR SMILE

DENTISTRX® REVOLUTION®
Rovening 360° Toothbrush & UV Sanitizer

- Unique power brush head design effectively reaches around tooth and braces brackets to improve the removal of plaque
- Professionally recommended home-care instrument for disease control
- Built-in timer to guide patients through the ADA recommended two-minute brushing cycle
- UV sanitizer base kills bacteria and viruses on brush head surfaces

Box Set Includes: Brush heads, easy-grip brush handle, power cord, and travel case

[More details at www.DentistRx.com]

MI PASTE PLUS™ for Sensitivity & Enamel Protection

Topical tooth creme (not tooth paste) that can be applied daily to:
- Relieve sensitivity by protecting dental nerve endings by forming a buffer against plaque
- Help re-deposit lost minerals to strengthen your teeth

[More details at mi-paste.com]

westernndental.com
**BRACES CARE KIT INSTRUCTIONS**

DentistRx® Revolution® requires a tooth-by-tooth brushing technique rather than a scrubbing technique as described here.

- **Brushing Technique:** After applying toothpaste, hold the toothbrush at a 90-degree angle to teeth and gums, and then turn on the power. Allow the toothbrush to clean each tooth by applying light, gentle pressure for a few seconds. Then move to the next tooth and repeat. When using a revolving toothbrush, it is best to follow the gum line and use a “M” pattern when brushing your upper teeth, and a “W” pattern when brushing the lower teeth.

- **Built-In Timer:** The built-in timer will begin the 2-minute cleaning cycle pausing every 30 seconds to indicate when it’s time to brush the next section of your mouth.

- **Using the UV Sanitizer:** To sanitize your brush head after use, rinse and shake dry. Place the brush head in the sanitizer tray facing the UV light and close the lid. The sanitizer will automatically run for approximately seven minutes once the lid is closed.

---

**MI PASTE PLUS™**

- Brush with a fluoride toothpaste in the morning and at night.
- Apply a pea-sized amount of MI Paste Plus™ to your teeth’s surface using a cotton swab or gloved finger.
- Leave undisturbed for 3 minutes.
- Expectorate (spit) but do not rinse; leave the excess to slowly dissolve.

[More details at mi-paste.com]